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Life is a journey and this is illustrated many times in the Bible. All the stories of
the Bible are personal to you and me. The story of Creation, for example, a
Divine allegory, depicts the stages we go through on our path to angelhood.
Sacred scripture is not meant to be taken literally—”for the letter kills, but the
spirit gives life”(2 Corinthians 3:6). There is much violence in the world today
in the name of religion simply because their Scriptures are taken literally. The
enemy to be destroyed are in fact the negative and destructive tendencies within
us. Our journey is in the overcoming of these and it is God who gives us the
power to overcome. He removes them “little by little” (see Exodus 23:30) as we
struggle against them. Use this “in me” principle when you read the Bible and
see if your heart doesn’t “burn within you” as God opens up the Scriptures for
you.
In this issue we look at the journey of life and God’s presence with us through it
all—see ‘The Journey—Seek and You Shall Find’ on page 2; ‘In God’s
Footsteps’ on page 3; and ‘Finding God in Everyday Life’ on page 4. We give
you a brief interpretation of the story of Creation in ‘The Making of an Angel’
on page 5 (for a detailed study see Swedenborg’s Heavenly Secrets Vol. I). We
then end with how we can equip our children for their own personal journeys in
‘Putty Training our Children’ on page 6.
So far as we know and understand truths and will and do them, so far we become a new person—that is,
a regenerate person, and so become an angel of heaven and have a heavenly love and life.
EMANUEL SWEDENBORG

The Journey—Seek and You Shall Find
John Sutton
Many stories involving journeys are
found in the Bible as they are in other
sacred texts. They are images of the
spiritual journey we embark on at
birth and continue throughout life.
The need to discover drives our
journey— who am I? Where am I
going in life? The call to journey in
this way arises from deep within our souls. It is
from the presence of the Lord’s life there. “Ask and
it shall be given to you, seek and you shall find,
knock and it shall be opened to you” Matthew 7:7.
The quest for answers are part of everyday life.
Each event asks how we regard ourselves in
relation to the things of the world and other
people—are we seeking worldly success,
recognition, power, wealth and possessions above
everything else? If we are, then this will affect what
we seek from other people and God.

but can be an important awareness
and another step in the journey.
The journey never ends. We may
reach what seems like a destination
only to find that it leads to
somewhere else. We may also find
that we are revisiting familiar obstacles
many times. We are taught that our
journey is like ascending a circular staircase. Each
time we apparently revisit old destructive negative
thoughts and feelings, we are seeing them from a
higher perspective and are being invited to affirm
and strengthen previous choices.

We have begun a new calendar year having
travelled this far in our life. The future beckons like
a journey into the unknown. If we feel
apprehensive, isolated and directionless, we should
not despair but realise that the way forward comes
from within. The questions to ask ourselves are,
Without these motivations we would be no more
“What is it I am asking for of the future? What am I
than human cabbages. Through them we can
seeking for? What am I wanting to be opened for
eventually be led to ask, seek and me?” The key then is to see how these align with
find the joy of life which
the inner promptings from the Lord and the
comes from the Lord’s life teachings from His Word. Psalm 119:105 teaches us
The journey never
within us.
that “Your Word is a lamp to my feet and a light to
ends. We may
my path.”
reach what seems
The
beginning
of
the
like a destination
journey is described in
If we live by what we know of the truth about
only to find that it
Genesis 1 as being,
relationships with the Lord and with people, we will
leads to somewhere else.
“without form and void and be led to see a little bit more of “the Way, the
darkness over the face of the Truth and the Life.”
deep.” The Lord’s inner
presence moves within to
May you find that the Lord is with you throughout
encourage us to see beyond the world’s life and
this New Year.
using people for our goals. By becoming aware of
that presence and learning to respond to it we can
be led to alter the things we are searching for. The
written Word helps us to be more focused in our
search to become wiser, more compassionate, and
The New
trusting.
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In God’s Footsteps
Peter M. Buss
The Gospel of Luke records a time after Jesus’
resurrection when He walked with two disciples
on the road to Emmaus (Luke 24). I’d like to key in
on the literal and symbolic theme of walking. It’s
interesting to note how itinerant Jesus was on
earth. His whole ministry can be seen through the
lens of walking around the Holy Land as He taught
people truths they needed to know and healed
them of their ailments. Even some of those healing
miracles focused on walking, as when He said to a
man who had been crippled for thirty-eight years,
“Rise, take up your bed and walk” (John 5:8).

picture of walking with God, a
spiritual journey of growth and
promise.

What could all this mean for
you this Easter season? I have three hopes to share
about that. First is the hope that the love of God
will touch your heart in new ways. If He is pure
love, then from Him we can receive some of that
love for others. Our part is to turn regularly to the
Source of love with the prayer that He soften and
warm our hearts toward others. Can we ask
ourselves, “What do I love about this person?” or
We know intuitively that walking means living. It’s “How can I let go of some of my impatience and
in our common parlance that “life is a journey”,
frustration toward this human being that I do truly
and certainly the Scriptures are full of references to love?”
this connection. Isaiah prophet said, for example,
A second hope is that you will experience
“Come and let us go up to the mountain of
moments of enlightenment. If God is
the lord, to the house of the God of
infinite wisdom, then from Him we can
Jacob. He will teach us His ways and
hear the truths about life that we
We know
we shall walk in His paths” (Isaiah
really need to know. For example,
intuitively that
2:3).
Jesus said on the cross, “Forgive
walking means

The beauty of all this is where it
them for they do not know what
living. It’s in our
common
parlance
brings us: We now have an active
they do” (Luke 23:34). Can we
that “life is a
picture of walking with our Lord. As
reflect on the principle of
journey.”
a God of pure love, He wants to
forgiveness, and be willing to do our
bless us with awesome relationships,
part to move strained relationships to
inner peace, and a deeply fulfilling sense of
a better place, instead of holding onto
purpose in life. As a God of infinite wisdom, He
anger, or worse, the desire for retribution?
has many things to teach us about how to
A third hope is that you will feel again the joy that
cooperate with Him to “Love others as I have
can come from living for others, not in unhealthy,
loved you” (John 15:12), go the extra mile
depleting ways, but in inspiring “make a difference”
(Matthew 5:41), use your gifts and talents to invest ways. If God has incredible ability to affect our lives
in the lives of others and “be a blessing” to them
for good, then from Him we can do things for
(Matthew 25:21, Genesis 12:2). As a God of
others that truly help. Each of us could seek our
incredible ability He enlightens us, inspires us,
own answers to the following questions: “What
protects and leads us, all with the goal of helping us can I do today that demonstrates my commitment
to experience the joy of heaven even here on
to God’s other-oriented calling?” “How can I help?”
earth. That joy comes from healthy relationships
“What do I know that I’m uniquely positioned to
based on useful and loving actions, with each of us do that can make the world a better place?”
discovering our unique way of contributing to the
We return to the image of the risen Lord walking
good of the whole.
with two disciples on the road to Emmaus. As with
Contrast that with other pictures of God that
them, so He is walking with us in an effort to “open
focus on the static picture of the crucifixion and
the Scriptures” to us, and cause our hearts to
harken back only to what Jesus did for you way
“burn within us.” Because He is a God of love,
back then. Of course the crucifixion was part of
wisdom and ability, He can help us to be loving,
the process, showing, in ways that nothing else
wise, and capable human beings who respond to
could, the depth of love our Lord has for us. But
His calling to be a blessing to others in all that we
unlike a belief-only outcome, the New Church
do.
explanation of Easter offers a dynamic and active
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Finding God in Everyday Life
Bill Woofenden
Evelyn Underhill has a charming
and relevant story in her book
Practical Mysticism, involving
two hypothetical characters
called “Eyes” and “No-Eyes.”
No-Eyes has fixed his attention
on the fact that he is obliged to
take a walk. For him the chief
factor of existence is his own movement along the
road—a movement that he intends to accomplish as
efficiently and comfortably as he can. He asks not to
know what may be on either side of the hedges. He
ignores the caress of the wind until it threatens to
remove his hat. He trudges along, steadily, diligently,
avoiding the muddy pools but oblivious of the light
that they reflect.

cherished.

overwhelmingly beautiful (as is
so obvious in the bodies of little
children); miraculous in their
workings; something to be taken
care of as very precious; our
connection not only with the
earth, but with the whole
universe. In other words, as a
marvellous gift from God, to be

Or how about food—our daily bread? It can be just
something to keep us going, a hassle to buy, a
drudgery to prepare. After all, most of it is
processed, and filled with chemicals, dyes, and
preservatives. It can be taken for granted; opaque.
On the other hand, our daily bread as something
transparent could be a reminder of our connection
with God; a source of real enjoyment and
satisfaction; a constituent of what we are. As we
share it, food can become an expression of love and
friendship—and as we say grace, a reason to give
thanks to God.

Eyes takes the walk too; and for him it is a
perpetual revelation of beauty and wonder. The
sunlight inebriates him, the winds delight him, the
very effort of the journey is a joy. Magic presences
throng the roadside, or cry salutations to him from
the hidden fields. The rich world through which he
moves lies in the foreground of his consciousness,
and it gives up new secrets to him at every step.

How about meeting a stranger for the first time? It
can be routine, a superficial experience, a
“downer,” a chance to trot out a few seconds later
No-Eyes, when told of the adventures of Eyes,
that tired old excuse about how hard we find it to
usually refuses to believe that both have gone on
remember names. Or we could view it as an event
the same road. He fancies that his companion has
filled with good possibilities; a new opportunity to
been floating about in the air, or beset by agreeable see beyond ourselves; a chance to learn more of
hallucinations. We shall never persuade him to look God’s creative genius; a context for a fresh
for himself.
appreciation of the image of God in another person
previously unknown to us.
Eyes experienced life as transparent; No-Eyes saw
life only as opaque. One is reminded of John the
Of course, everything can’t be transparent all the
Evangelist’s rather strange words about the holy
time. Some things are appropriately opaque: they
city: “The street of the city was of pure gold,
are not our business. Still, if our lives are to be
transparent as glass.” Now of course, you and I
richer, more satisfying, more full of meaning, then
know that gold—beautiful as it is—is opaque, not
we probably all need more moments of
transparent. Or is it?
transparence. Is it asking too much that we
challenge ourselves to work seriously with the Lord
What are some other examples of finding God in
in trying to make “all things new”—even if on the
our everyday life? Take, for example, our bodies.
surface the newness may not be apparent to many?
Our bodies can just be there, sort of containers of
our souls—unimportant, not taken care of very
“The old order of things has passed away. The one
well, something we hardly notice even though
sitting on the throne said, ‘I am making everything
others may. Or our bodies can be experienced as
new!’”
(Excerpted from The New Jerusalem
who and what we really are: as potentially
www.swedenborg..org)
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The Making of an Angel
(An Interpretation of the Creation Story)
Jenny Keal
God makes us with a higher self and a lower self (the heaven and the earth) and we start life in the
darkness of spiritual ignorance (without form and void). But the spirit of God is hovering over the
depths of our potential (as a hen broods over her eggs), warming us with memories of loving care
that we can draw on in times of adversity. Then, with God’s words, “let there be light!” a spiritual
awareness begins to dawn. There is a separation in our mind of what
comes from God and what comes from ourselves and the world (the
waters above and below). Then God prepares our lower mind for the
reception of spiritual insight (the dry land appearing). Ideas begin to
take root in our mind and form as we search for the light of God’s
truth. We start to think how we can be useful (seed bearing plants). As
we begin to reach out to others, these ideas blossom and eventually come to fruition in our first
attempts at useful service.
People often wonder why the sun was not created until the fourth
day. This is the stage of our development when we wake up to the
reality of God’s love and wisdom (the warmth and light of the sun)
being the source of all life and everything good and true. We then
develop faith in God (the moon) and His loving presence even in
the dark times (night) and we look for His truth for guidance (the
stars). This enables us to gain facts for life experience (fish) and to lift our thoughts to higher things
(birds), putting our faith into action. Only then do we really start to live spiritually, as we feel God’s
spirit motivating us and developing kind and gentle affections within us (animals).
We become truly human (made in God’s image and likeness) when we walk in our experience of
God’s truth and love and mirror these in our lives, giving to Him the credit for all the good we do.
God tells us to be fruitful and multiply and have dominion over all other living creatures. This means
we are to have control over our hurtful and destructive tendencies, the things that get in the way of
our relationships with God and other people. As we
change these things at the external level, God makes
the changes within, and the union of His truth and love
within us gives birth to new positive qualities. This
sixth stage in our spiritual development is an ongoing
process, the process of our lower self coming into
harmony with our higher self—our becoming an angel.
And God rests (the seventh day).
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Putty Training Our Children
Julian Duckworth
I’m taking it you know the story Sleeping Beauty— and
of course boys as well as girls can be sleeping beauties.
In fact, they can be just as beautiful, even when they’re
wide awake. What happens in Sleeping Beauty is that the
king and queen have a child, and at the christening ten
good fairies come along and give their various blessings,
and then the eleventh fairy (who hadn’t been invited)
turns up—and because she hadn’t been invited, she
spitefully curses the child to eventually prick her finger
and die.

six things left.
What would you wish for a baby? Well, of course we
would wish for all the best possible things: security and
safety and a caring family to grow up in; for friends, of
course; for that crucial self-esteem and self-worth
(that’s a huge one, isn’t it?); and how about one day
having a really loving relationship? Excellent. But the
twelfth fairy (the late one after the curse) has the best
line. “You shall not die, but you shall sleep for a
hundred years.” How would we possibly interpret that?

And then, thank goodness, the twelfth fairy, who was
late, came in, heard the curse, and said, “No, she shall
not die, she shall sleep for a hundred years.” The rest
of the story, which you know, is all about the fulfillment
of the curse and Sleeping Beauty’s final redemption
when she’s kissed.

“Mate, you have got off to a good start in life. But in
time you will go through various ordeals. Your first
girlfriend will drop you, and you will think the world has
ended. It hasn’t, but you won’t know that at the time.
It’s actually an ideal opportunity to learn a lot about
girls. And other things will come along, some hard
Obviously it’s a parable in its own right—we are the
things which will knock you down, but also some really
story—and we could spend ages interpreting it and
alluring things which will take you over and make you
thinking about things like pricking our fingers and
think they can make you finally happy. And so you will
sleeping for a hundred years and handsome princes, but go to sleep, like it’s a hundred years, chasing butterflies.
that could become boring. What concerns me about
And then one day, there’ll be a wake-up call which may
the story is that after such a great start, feel cataclysmic, but actually it is a kiss. And then, for
all the attention gets focused on the the first time, you’ll begin to understand.”
intrusive bad fairy (who, note,
In the Bible,
wasn’t invited), on her curse,
In the Bible, where there are exactly the same realities
where there are
and on its outcome, and the
as in all fairy stories, the same idea is given.
exactly the same
rest of the story deals with
realities as in all
coping with and sorting out the The Garden of Eden. Adam and Eve. The serpent (that’s
fairy stories, the
damage
she has inflicted. It’s a the bad fairy). They eat, and “then their eyes were
same idea is
bit of an indictment on human
opened, and they knew they were naked”—they feel
given.
nature, perhaps—on how much
they’ve woken up, but really they’ve gone to sleep!
we prick up our ears when there’s
some scandal or gossip going around.
Or what about the story of the Wise Men, with their
Why on earth don’t we ever do that with the good
gold, frankincense, and myrrh—all blessings, of course,
stuff, the achievements, the loveliness?
but then Herod methodically seeks to kill this new king
by killing all children under two, so they flee, and, so to
But of course, because this is a parable, the storyline
speak, fall asleep. And later, Jesus talks about this very
has to be like it is, because we are all incomplete people sequence: The kingdom of heaven is like a man who
who need to be reconfigured over a lifetime (that’s the sowed good seed in his field, but while men slept, his
story length) from being people who are self-centred to enemy came and sowed tares— weeds—among the
being people of God—or, as someone said to me, being wheat and went his way.
people of God and yet, if we’re honest, still being rather
self-centred as well.
Well, it is not as easy as Sleeping Beauty, but it is
virtually the same idea: ten fairies giving blessings which
What intrigues me is what those ten good fairies
are going to equip that young child to come through
bestowed on the royal baby at the christening. I think
the curse of falling asleep and out on the other side of
the Brothers Grimm story says that one by one they
it; good seed sown before the enemy comes and sows
came forward and said, “You shall be pretty,” “You
tares. We should not race on into stories and their
shall be healthy,” “You shall be happy,” “You shall be
problems too quickly but appreciate what has been
clever,” and then it peters out and you have to fill in the given first, without which no one will ever live happily
blessings for yourself. But there are ten fairies! That’s
ever after, in the real sense.
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Parents of children stand, as it were, in the place of
God. They don’t replace God, of course, but they are
vital to the process. They are fairies giving blessings,
agents sowing good seed in the field of a child’s mind.
They are instrumental. God never hands everything
over to parents, thank goodness; he never lets our soul
level, our deepest level, out of his grasp, which is
powerfully illustrated in the Sleeping Beauty story. The
whole story, from beginning to end, takes place right
there inside the castle. Sleeping Beauty never leaves.
That’s God’s handling of our eternal souls.
But parents provide. They nurture our nature, shaping
us, a bit like putty. And if I can be terribly idealistic
(because every parent is only human), everything you
ever do as a parent should in some way keep an eye on
the future, should anticipate this child—your child—
God’s child—growing up and going it on their own.

right kind of freedom. One day, think through why we
use the same word for bringing up children and for
engines pulling carriages behind them, and you might get
something helpful.
I want to give you my own version of what those ten
good fairies wished for Sleeping Beauty.
If I were a fairy, I would wish for you, little one, to feel
right in the world and very connected with it—the
plants, the soil, the butterflies, the blue sky—and feel
the wonder.
I would wish you lots of playtime.
I would wish you mystery, so that when you read The
Lion, The Witch and the Wardrobe, you know exactly
what it’s about before you spoil it trying to explain it.

That is a hard task. We have our knee-jerk reactions,
we show our frustration and irritability and exhaustion,
and children cop it and absorb the shock, and while we
say they are amazingly resilient, we don’t get what it
must be doing to them. I have learned a lot through
being a parent. I’ve learned that breakfast cereal adverts
on TV are total fantasy. No families are that good
looking or that nice to each other at seven in the
morning. I’ve learned that in the way children are made,
one cross word can be like a sledgehammer. I’ve
learned that a lot of parents seem to let their children
do what they want because they are scared their own
children won’t love them!

I would wish you such a fantastic
memory that when you’re older,
every time you see a rusty bucket,
it takes you right back to the one
at the bottom of the garden.

Last week, one busy parent said to me, “Julian, you’re
coming out on the far side of it all. What’s it like?”
So I said, “Well, the house rattles, and you look at each
other like it’s really strange. Don’t go there yet. It’s not
your time.” And he said, “But, is there a reward?”
And I said, “Yes, it’s like getting emotional
superannuation.” But I should have said, “Yes, just
having done it is the reward. You do it, they get it, and
then they do it. Who could ask for anything more?”
There’s a verse in Proverbs which says, “Train a child in
the way he is to be, and even when he is old he won’t
depart from it.” That virtually says it, I guess, so long as
the training is based on the child and not the parent,
and so long as the training is done from love and the

I would wish you never to take anything too personally.

[ ]Please put me on your mailing list for this paper

I would wish you to be so tender
that when you see someone sad or
suffering you feel for them, but strong
enough to do something for them when you can.

I would wish you never to take anything or anyone for
granted.

I would wish you good manners.
I would wish you the courage to get back up and keep
going.
And I would wish you the feeling of God. If you become
religious, that’s fine, but the real thing is even better.
You start knowing where you come from, why you’re
here, and where you’re going. It’s the kiss that wakes
you up after a hundred years of chasing after happiness,
and suddenly you realise that you are here at home,
inside the palace. Same place—different feel.
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